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Despite a lack of traditional speech features, novel sentences restricted to a narrow spectral slit can
retain nearly perfect intelligibility@R. M. Warrenet al., Percept. Psychophys.57, 175–182~1995!#.
The current study employed 514 listeners to elucidate the cues allowing this high intelligibility, and
to examine generally the use of narrow-band temporal speech patterns. When1

3-octave sentences
were processed to preserve the overall temporal pattern of amplitude fluctuation, but eliminate
contrasting amplitude patterns within the band, sentence intelligibility dropped from values near
100% to values near zero~experiment 1!. However, when a13-octave speech band was partitioned to
create a contrasting pair of independently amplitude-modulated1

6-octave patterns, some
intelligibility was restored~experiment 2!. An additional experiment~3! showed that temporal
patterns can also be integrated across wide frequency separations, or across the two ears. Despite the
linguistic content of single temporal patterns, open-set intelligibility does not occur. Instead, a
contrast between at least two temporal patterns is required for the comprehension of novel sentences
and their component words. These contrasting patterns can reside together within a narrow range of
frequencies, or they can be integrated across frequencies or ears. This view of speech perception, in
which across-frequency changes in energy are seen as systematic changes in the temporal
fluctuation patterns at two or more fixed loci, is more in line with the physiological encoding of
complex signals. ©2003 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1553464#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Es, 43.71.An@CWT#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The production of speech normally involves a vibrati
or noisy source which is modified by the resonances of
throat and mouth. Changes in the shape of the resonant
ties cause changes in the spectral distribution of energy,
speech sounds are usually described in these terms. Vo
for example, are characterized by the position of the low
three peaks in their spectrum~formant frequencies!, which
can span several octaves. Consonants can also be d
guished on the basis of their spectral distributions. The
cative sounds distinguishing ‘‘see’’ and ‘‘she’’ differ prima
rily in the spectral shape of their stochastic noiselike ene

However, when spectral information is limited by filte
ing the speech signal to eliminate some frequencies w
passing others, high intelligibility can remain. In a form
study of the intelligibility of speech limited to a narrow
‘‘spectral slit’’ ~Warren et al., 1995!, it was found that
narrow-band sentences exhibited very high intelligibilitie
despite a lack of features traditionally thought essential
comprehension. When sentences representing ever
speech were restricted to a single1

3-octave band having stee
filter slopes~96 dB/octave! and center frequencies rangin
from 1100 to 2100 Hz, well over 90% of the standard scor
keywords were identified by subjects who were hearing
sentences for the first time and who had no special train
Bands in the surrounding regions down to 530 Hz and up

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Currently at De
ment of Communication Sciences and Disorders, University of So
Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208. Electronic mail: ewh@sc.edu
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4200 Hz produced scores over 60%. These results involv
the high intelligibility of narrow-band sentences were co
firmed and extended by Stickney and Assmann~2001!.

The intelligibility function obtained in the Warrenet al.
study follows the basic pattern of band importance functio
which characterize the relative importance of various f
quency regions of speech. However, according to the b
importance functions of the articulation index~ANSI, 1969/
R1986! or speech intelligibility index~ANSI, 1997!, indi-
vidual 1

3-octave bands in the frequency region that yield
near-perfect intelligibility in the Warrenet al. study provide
only 9% to 11% of the total information in speech. Whe
speech is filtered to a spectral slit, energy is eliminated fr
the concurrent formants used to distinguish vowels. Si
larly, spectral balance, formant transitions, and other spec
features traditionally thought essential for consonant rec
nition are missing or severely distorted. An obvious featu
of the narrow-band sentence is the temporal pattern of
plitude fluctuation, which is characteristic of the particul
sentence and of the center frequency of the narrow band

Recent years have brought a greater appreciation of t
poral speech information—cues provided by the pattern
amplitude fluctuation over time~for review, see Cole and
Scott, 1974; Van Tasellet al., 1987; Rosen, 1992!. The cues
present within the temporal waveform~which include enve-
lope, periodicity/voicing, and fine-structure! are thought to
be especially important for hearing-impaired listeners, w
often possess relatively poor frequency resolution~cf.
Moore, 1995; Tyler, 1986!, but who appear to process th
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overall temporal pattern of speech quite well~e.g. Turner
et al., 1995!.

Much of the work examining the particular aspects
temporal fluctuations that provide linguistic information h
focused on very low fluctuation rates~under approximately
20 Hz!. Houtgast and Steeneken~1985! used the preservatio
of these low-frequency fluctuations as a predictor of inte
gibility in room acoustics. Drullmanet al. filtered the tem-
poral fluctuations of speech, limiting them in maximum ra
in one study ~1994a! and in minimum rate in anothe
~1994b!. It was found that the elimination of rates below
Hz or above 16 Hz had little effect on speech recept
thresholds when all other fluctuations were present, and c
cluded ~1994b! that the temporal modulation spectrum c
be divided into equally important parts at 8–10 Hz~but see
Drullman et al., 1996!. Similar regions of the modulation
spectrum have been considered important by Greenberg
his colleagues~Greenberg and Arai, 1998, 2001; Greenbe
et al., 1998; Silipoet al., 1999!, who proposed the ‘‘modu-
lation spectrogram’’ as a technique to visualize the import
aspects of speech unobscured by spectro-temporal de
~Greenberg and Kingsbury, 1997, also see Kollmeier
Koch, 1994!.

Other work has considered the role of faster fluctuatio
in the perception of speech. Rosen~1992! described that
voicing cues are carried by temporal fluctuations of appro
mately 100–200 Hz, and that fine structure cues exist at r
above that. Although low fluctuation rates can be suffici
for intelligibility, studies employing speech-modulated ca
rier signals have demonstrated that when spectral infor
tion is limited, higher temporal rates~up to 50–200 Hz! can
contribute to intelligibility~Van Tasellet al., 1987; Shannon
et al., 1995!.

Much recent interest in temporal speech information
been generated by research involving cochlear implants.
ing an acoustic model of a cochlear implant, Shannon and
colleagues~Shannonet al., 1995; Shannonet al., 1998! re-
duced spectral information while retaining temporal inform
tion, not by narrow-band filtering~as in Warrenet al., 1995!,
but by reducing the spectral detail of broadband speech.
broadband spectrum was partitioned into contiguous
quency regions and the amplitude pattern of each region
used to modulate a corresponding band of noise. Becaus
temporal pattern of each broad region represented the a
age of all patterns originally present within the band, in
vidual patterns at individual loci were lost, and only gro
spectral information consisting of changes in the relative a
plitudes of broad spectral regions remained. Despite th
severely reduced spectral cues, high intelligibility of se
tences was obtained with as few as three or four sepa
patterns. Dormanet al. ~1997! confirmed and extended Sh
annonet al.’s ~1995! results using both noise band and ton
carriers. They showed that sentence recognition in q
reached an asymptote at five channels. For individual v
els, performance asymptoted at eight channels. In an ea
study, Hill et al. ~1968! found that recognition of individua
phonemes by trained listeners leveled off at roughly 7
using five to eight channels.

Due in part to an interest in hearing impairment a
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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prostheses, temporal information in speech has often b
studied in conjunction with other usually concurrent cues
primary nonauditory cue used by impaired listeners
speechreading~lip reading!, and a considerable amount o
work has shown that temporal fluctuation patterns can
this cue~e.g., Erber, 1972; Breeuwer and Plomp, 1984, 19
Grantet al., 1985; Grantet al., 1991, 1994!. There have also
been other demonstrations that temporal speech patterns
be used in combination with other perceptual cues. Listen
hear noise shaped by the amplitude envelope of broadb
words as ‘‘more speechlike’’ if the printed version of th
word is concurrently available to the listener~Frost et al.,
1988; Frost, 1991! or when the shaped noise is present
along with the visual representation of a speaker articula
the words~Reppet al., 1992!. In addition to this work, Van
Tasell et al. ~1987! demonstrated some identification o
speech based solely on temporal cues. Listeners could i
tify items from a closed-set of 19 speech syllables~known in
advance by the listeners! at above-chance levels based on
upon their broadband amplitude envelopes~also see Horii
et al., 1971; Van Tasellet al., 1992; Turneret al., 1995!.

We know that sentences can retain intelligibility whe
spectral information is reduced either by filtering to a sing
narrow band, or by collapsing information from all fre
quency regions to a limited number of channels. We a
know that the fluctuating amplitude pattern of speech c
tains linguistic information, and that listeners can use t
temporal information when combined with other percept
cues, or when tested on a small closed-set of stimuli. W
broadband sentences are filtered to a spectral slit, feat
long thought essential for comprehension are severely
torted or eliminated. However, intelligibility can remai
quite high. An obvious feature of these stimuli is the char
teristic temporal pattern of amplitude fluctuation. The fo
lowing experiments were designed to investigate whet
this cue is sufficient to account for the observed near-per
intelligibility of novel narrow-band sentences.

II. EXPERIMENT 1A: INTELLIGIBILITY OF SINGLE
SPEECH-MODULATED TONES

In this experiment, narrow-band sentences were use
modulate the amplitude of sinusoidal tones. The result
speech-modulated tones followed the overall fluctuating a
plitude pattern of the corresponding speech band, but lac
across-frequency differences in this pattern. If the ove
temporal pattern of amplitude fluctuation is responsible
the high intelligibility observed with1

3-octave sentences, the
comparable scores should be obtained when listeners are
sented with individual speech-modulated tones.

A. Method

1. Subjects

Thirty listeners~three groups of ten! participated in this
experiment. Listeners were recruited from introductory-le
psychology courses at the University of Wisconsin
Milwaukee, and received either course credit or money
participating. All were Native English speakers with n
known hearing problems and were between the ages o
and 40 years (median age520 years). Considerable care wa
1677E. W. Healy and R. M. Warren: Contrasting temporal patterns



de spec
FIG. 1. Similarities between a narrow speech band and narrow speech-modulated bands: The left-most panels show the long-term average amplitutrum
for a

1
3-octave band of speech centered at 1500 Hz, a 1500-Hz tone modulated to follow the amplitude pattern of the

1
3-octave speech~experiment 1a!, and a

1
3-octave band of amplitude-modulated noise~experiment 1b!. The panels on the right show the temporal pattern of amplitude fluctuation~rms average of a
sliding 2-ms window! traced by each narrow band for the example sentence, ‘‘Walking’s my favorite exercise.’’
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taken to ensure that no listeners had any prior exposure to
sentence materials used in these experiments. Further,
ticipation in any one experimental condition made the s
ject ineligible for further participation. Thus, all listene
were hearing the stimuli for the first time. These crite
apply to all experiments described here.

2. Stimuli

The stimuli were based upon the Central Institute for
Deaf ~CID! ‘‘everyday American speech’’ sentences~Silver-
man and Hirsh, 1955; Davis and Silverman, 1978!. The 100
sentences are arranged in ten sets of ten sentences each
50 keywords in each set for a total of 500 keywords.
additional set of ten practice sentences was taken from
high-predictability subset of the speech perception in no
~SPIN! test ~Kalikow et al., 1977!. The sentences were pro
duced using natural rate and intonation by a male spe
having a General American dialect. The recordings w
made from within an audiometric chamber~IAC! using a
large-diaphram condensor microphone~AKG 414! and digi-
tized at 22 kHz with 16-bit resolution using a Macinto
computer and a Digidesign analog-to-digital converter.

Speech-modulated tones were created at 750, 1500,
3000 Hz, for comparison with13-octave speech bands cove
ing a range of center frequencies which provided high in
ligibility in the Warren et al. ~1995! study. The broadband
speech file was first filtered to a single1

3-octave band using a
pair of cascaded eighth-order digital Butterworth filte
~yielding slopes of 96 dB/octave!. This filtering represents an
exact digital emulation of the13-octave filtering accomplished
using analog laboratory filters by Warrenet al. A speech-
1678 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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modulated tone was created at each center frequency by
tiplying a sinusoidal tone having a frequency correspond
to the center of the speech band with the full-wave rectifi
narrow-band speech on a sample point-by-point basis~cf.
Horii et al., 1971!. Because the narrow-band filtering of th
speech removes the higher temporal fluctuation rates,
low-pass filtering~smoothing! of the rectified speech wa
employed to ensure that the modulated tones were not
ited in temporal rate by some arbitrary low-pass value, a
were instead limited only by the narrow-band filtering em
ployed. The modulated patterns were then refiltered to en
that the modulation sidebands did not exceed the width
the original speech band, and that all energy lied within
original 1

3-octave region. The same13-octave~96 dB/octave!
filters used to limit the speech were employed to limit t
modulated patterns in an identical manner. All processing
the stimuli was performed digitally using MATLAB and
Digidesign software. The stimuli were examined at ea
stage of preparation using a Hewlett–Packard 3561A sig
analyzer to ensure that specifications were met.

Each sentence was scaled so that the transduced
~peak of the slow-response rms average! in a flat-plate cou-
pler was within 1 dB of 70 dBA at each ear. The stimuli we
converted to analog form and presented to listeners u
Digidesign digital-to-analog converters and the Macinto
computer. Analog output was routed to a Mackie~1202-
VLZ ! mixing board and presented diotically using match
Sennheiser~HD-250! headphones. Figure 1 shows the amp
tude spectrum and an example of the temporal pattern for
speech band centered at 1500 Hz, along with those for
corresponding speech-modulated tone employed in the
E. W. Healy and R. M. Warren: Contrasting temporal patterns
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rent experiment and the speech-modulated noise band
ployed in experiment 1b.

3. Procedure

Three groups of listeners were randomly assigned to
three modulated tone conditions. Subjects were tested i
vidually, seated across from the experimenter in an au
metric chamber. Listeners were first familiarized with t
stimuli and procedures by presenting the 10 SPIN prac
sentences. Each listener heard these sentences first b
band, then processed in a manner corresponding to their
ticular experimental condition. Each listener then heard
100 CID sentences. They were instructed to repeat each
tence back as accurately as possible during a silent inte
separating each sentence. Listeners heard each test sen
only once, received no feedback, and were encourage
guess if unsure of the content of the sentences. Each list
heard only a single stimulus condition and participated
only a single 30-min session. The experimenter contro
the presentation of each sentence and scored the propo
of keywords reported correctly.

B. Results

A single intelligibility score based on the percentage
500 keywords accurately reported was calculated for e
listener. A group mean intelligibility score and standard er
for each condition resulted from averaging these individ
means. Panel~a! of Fig. 2 displays the group mean intellig
bility scores and standard errors obtained for the three1

3-
octave speech-modulated tones presented in the curren
periment, along with data representing three of the1

3-octave
speech bands presented to individual groups of subject
Warrenet al. ~1995!. The use of identical speech recording
identical filtering parameters, the same practice and test
cedures, and the same general subject pool allow the re
obtained in the current experiment to be directly compare
those obtained previously.1 In sharp contrast to the high in
telligibility of narrow-band sentences, the individual speec
modulated tones exhibited scores near zero. This vast di
ence between scores was obtained despite the great simi
between the overall temporal fluctuation patterns of the
types of stimuli.

Listener’s scores were subjected to a two-factor~2
stimulus types33 center frequencies! analysis of variance
~ANOVA ! which revealed a significant main effect of stim
lus type ~speech band versus speech-modulated to!
@F(1,84)51843.5,p,0.0001#, and center frequency
@F(2,84)535.6,p,0.0001#, and a significant interaction
@F(2,84)538.3,p,0.0001#. The critical comparison is be
tween the speech band and the speech-modulated ton
each center frequency, and individual means comparison
dicated that these scores differed significantly at each
quency@F(1,28)>423.0,p,0.0001#. Simple effects testing
of the three narrow speech bands@F(2,57)575.9,p
,0.0001# revealed that the intelligibility score was differe
at each center frequency (p,0.001 using Scheffe´’s S!. Al-
though the effect of center frequency was also significant
the three modulated tone conditions@F(2,27)515.6,p
,0.0001#, the scores for the 750- and 1500-Hz conditio
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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were equivalent (p50.85), but were significantly lower tha
that of the 3000-Hz condition (p,0.001), which likely ac-
counts for the significant interaction observed in the tw
factor ANOVA.

III. EXPERIMENT 1B: INTELLIGIBILITY OF SINGLE
SPEECH-MODULATED NOISE BANDS

Experiment 1b was an exact replication of experime
1a, except that speech-modulated noise bands replace
modulated tones. Like the modulated tones, the1

3-octave
noise bands followed the overall amplitude fluctuation p
tern of the narrow-band speech, but lacked system
across-frequency differences in this pattern. This replicat
employing a different type of stimuli and a different mod
lation technique was performed to ensure that the results
tained with the modulated tones was not a result of any p
ticular manipulation performed.

A. Method

Thirty additional listeners~three groups of ten! were re-
cruited. The speech-modulated stimuli were similar to tho
in experiment 1a, except that amplitude-modulated noise
placed the amplitude-modulated tone carrier signal at e
center frequency~see Fig. 1!. Identical speech recordings an
prefiltering procedures were used to create1

3-octave speech

FIG. 2. The high intelligibility of sentences limited to a single
1
3-octave

band, versus the negligible intelligibility of corresponding speec
modulated tones~a! or noise bands~b!, at each of three center frequencie
The speech-modulated signals followed faithfully the overall fluctuating a
plitude pattern of the narrow speech bands, but lacked contrasting ampl
patterns within the band. Data represent group means and standard erro
100 sentences containing 500 phonetically balanced keywords heard by
listener. Separate groups of 20 untrained listeners each heard the n
speech bands and separate groups of ten listeners each heard the s
modulated stimuli.
1679E. W. Healy and R. M. Warren: Contrasting temporal patterns
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bands at each of the three center frequencies. The nar
band speech was converted to speech-correlated nois
randomly reversing the polarity of individual sample poin
with a probability of 0.5~Schroeder, 1968!. This manipula-
tion maintained the moment-to-moment amplitude~tempo-
ral! information within the signal, but destroyed acros
frequency differences in the modulation pattern~spectral
information! and produced a uniformly amplitude-modulat
noise. Because the random reversal of sample points
duced a broad speech-modulated noise, the same filters
to create the speech bands were employed to restrict the
tuating noise pattern in an identical manner. Separate gro
of listeners were assigned to the three center frequencies
experienced procedures identical to those of experiment

B. Results

Like the modulated tones employed in experiment
the speech-modulated noise bands exhibited near-zero i
ligibility scores. Panel~b! of Fig. 2 shows the group mea
intelligibility scores and standard errors for the spee
modulated noise bands presented in the current experim
along with those for the corresponding13-octave speech
bands@data replotted from panel~a!#.

A two-factor ANOVA ~2 stimulus types33 center fre-
quencies! revealed significant main effects of stimulus ty
~speech band versus speech-modulated noise b!
@F(1,84)52060.5,p,0.0001#, and center frequency
@F(2,84)537.5,p,0.0001#, and a significant interaction
@F(2,84)537.1,p,0.0001#. As before, the critical com-
parison is between the speech band and the spe
modulated noise band at each center frequency, and
vidual means comparisons indicated that these intelligibi
scores differed significantly at each frequency@F(1,28)
>450.0,p,0.0001#. Simple effects testing revealed th
same pattern of results obtained for the speech-modul
tones in experiment 1a—while the scores from the narr
speech bands differed at each of the three center frequen
the scores from the modulated noise conditions@F(2,27)
517.7,p,0.0001# were equivalent at 750 and 1500 Hz (p
50.46 using Scheffe´’s S!, but were significantly lower than
the 3000-Hz condition (p,0.001).

A supplementary analysis was conducted to examine
ferences in scores resulting from the use of spee
modulated tones in experiment 1a, and speech-modul
noise bands in the current experiment. A two-factor ANO
~2 stimulus types33 center frequencies! revealed significant
main effects of stimulus type~tone versus noise! @F(1,54)
58.4, p,0.01#, and center frequency@F(2,54)524.6,p
,0.0001#, and a significant interaction@F(2,54)56.8, p
,0.01#. Individual means comparisons indicated that t
group mean scores for the two types of stimuli were eff
tively equal at 750 Hz and at 1500 Hz@F(1,18)<0.09,p
>0.76#, where all means were at or below 2%, but the sc
of 8% obtained at 3000 Hz in experiment 1a differed sign
cantly from the score of 3% obtained in experiment
@F(1,18)522.0,p,0.0001#. The significant interaction wa
likely due to this relative divergence of scores at 3000 H
and equivalence at the other two frequencies.
1680 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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C. Discussion

The amplitude-modulation techniques employed in e
periments 1a and 1b allow the elimination of spectral inf
mation from speech by creating a single fluctuating am
tude pattern that corresponds to the average of all th
present within a given speech band. When this single am
tude pattern is imposed on a carrier signal, all frequen
regions of the carrier follow the pattern and the signal flu
tuates homogeneously. When the source signal is broadb
speech, the single amplitude-modulated pattern can d
substantially from the source, due to the spread of ene
from any one frequency region, to all frequency regions~in
the case of modulated noise!. It is this spread of energy tha
destroys spectral characteristics, while maintaining temp
characteristics.

Given this spread of energy and the resulting lack
spectral cues, perhaps it should not be surprising that bro
band carrier signals modulated by broadband speech are
intelligible ~Frost et al., 1988; Frost, 1991; Shannonet al.,
1995!, unless listeners are tested on a small closed se
items ~e.g., Van Tasellet al., 1987!, or shown visual cues to
the identity of the speech~e.g., Erber, 1972, 1979!. Indeed,
due to the effect of peripheral auditory filtering into an o
dered series of critical bands, the single amplitude patt
averaged over broadband speech does not correspond
pattern that would occur at any location on the basilar me
brane.

Unlike broadband speech-modulated signals, it can
considered surprising that intelligibility is lost whennarrow-
band speech is converted to a narrow-band spee
modulated signal. Like amplitude-modulation, narrow-ba
filtering eliminates spectral information. This is accom
plished not by averaging information into a single homog
neous pattern, but by eliminating energy which lays outsid
narrow spectral slit. The resulting speech band fluctuate
amplitude and traces a temporal pattern which character
the particular passage. Similarly, a speech-modulated ca
band derived from this narrow-band speech will encompa
similar narrow band of frequencies and will fluctuate wi
the temporal pattern of the parent speech band.

It seemed reasonable to speculate that at least som
the high intelligibility observed with narrow-band sentenc
was based upon temporal information provided by the ov
all amplitude fluctuation pattern of the spectral slit.@Stickney
and Assmann~2001! also recognized the potential contribu
tion of the overall temporal pattern.# After all, if the speech
band acts primarily as a single fluctuating pattern, then,
like broadband signals, there should be little difference
tween a narrow speech band and a narrow speech-modu
carrier band. However, the current experiments demonst
that this cue is not sufficient for intelligibility. Rather, exper
ments 1a and 1b suggest that even within a narrow spe
slit, speech contains spectral information that is essentia
its comprehension. Viewed differently, systematic acro
frequency changes in energy~spectral information! produce
systematic differences in the temporal pattern of amplitu
fluctuation at two fixed frequencies. Therefore, the curr
data suggest that contrasts between different amplitude
terns occur within a narrow speech band, and that th
E. W. Healy and R. M. Warren: Contrasting temporal patterns
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contrasting patterns are responsible for the high intelligibi
observed with narrow-band sentences.

IV. EXPERIMENT 2A: PARTITIONING A SPEECH
BAND INTO A PAIR OF SPEECH-MODULATED TONES

The current experiment is a direct test of the hypothe
that the intelligibility observed with narrow-band sentenc
is attributable to contrasting patterns of amplitude fluctuat
occurring within the narrow band. A13-octave band of sen
tences centered at 1500 Hz was divided into a contigu
pair of 1

6-octaves, and these bands were used to separ
modulate the amplitudes of sinusoidal tones. In one of
dual-band conditions, the16-octave bands overlapped spe
trally, potentially disrupting each individual pattern of amp
tude fluctuation@see Fig. 3~a!#. The other1

6-octave band pair
employed very steep filtering to reduce acoustic overlap
to preserve each individual temporal pattern@see Fig. 3~b!#.
Each 1

6-octave speech-modulated band followed the ove
amplitude fluctuation pattern of the corresponding spe
band, but lacked within-band amplitude contrasts. Howe
when presented as a pair, they provide a minimal contra

A. Method

Forty additional listeners~two groups of 20! were re-
cruited for this experiment. The sentences were first filte
into a pair of contiguous1

6-octave bands, corresponding
center frequencies of 1416 and 1589 Hz. The outer slope

FIG. 3. Dividing a
1
3-octave speech band into a pair of

1
6-octave speech-

modulated bands: Long-term average amplitude spectra for pairs of s
rately modulated

1
6-octave bands~amplitude-modulated tones!. The bands

shown superimposed in the upper panel overlapped~shaded!, disrupting
each individual pattern of amplitude fluctuation. In the condition shown
the lower panel, steep filtering~480 dB/octave! was employed along the
inner slopes to reduce acoustic overlap and the resultant mixing of adja
temporal patterns.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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both pairs~the high-pass slopes of the lower bands and
low-pass slopes of the higher bands! were the same as thos
used to create the13-octave bands in experiment 1. In th
overlapping condition shown in Fig. 3~a!, the inner filter
slopes~the low-pass slope of the lower band and the hig
pass slope of the higher band! were also created using thes
96 dB/octave filters and the bands intersected at 1500
overlapping considerably. In the contrasting dual-band c
dition shown in Fig. 3~b!, the inner slopes were created usin
ten cascaded passes through eighth-order digital Butterw
filters, producing steep slopes of 480 dB/octave. These ba
also intersected at 1500 Hz, but the cascaded filtering p
duced an extremely-narrow notch between the bands w
served to further reduce acoustic overlap. Each1

6-octave
speech band was used to modulate the amplitude of a s
soidal tone having a frequency of either 1416 or 1589 Hz,
multiplying the full-wave rectified speech band and the to
on a sample point-by-point basis. The speech-modulated
terns were then postfiltered using the same digital filters u
to create the individual16-octave speech bands. As before, t
amplitude of each sentence in each band was adjusted so
its slow rms peak was within 1 dB of the 70 dBA presen
tion level.

To create the dual-band pairs, the modulated tones w
mixed at equal amplitudes using the Digidesign software.
account for the effects of the frequency-dependent ph
shifts of the infinite-duration impulse response~IIR! filters,
and to ensure proper temporal alignment between mem
of each pair, the high band in the contrasting pair was
layed relative to the low band by 5 ms. No time correcti
was required for the overlapping pair. The dual-band pa
were converted to analog form and presented to listen
using the same apparatus employed in experiment 1. S
rate groups of listeners were randomly assigned to the
dual-band conditions and heard the 100 CID sentences u
procedures identical to those employed in experiment 1.

B. Results

Panel~a! of Fig. 4 shows the group mean intelligibility
scores and standard errors for both dual1

6-octave band con-
ditions, as well as those for the corresponding1

3-octave
speech-modulated tone and1

3-octave speech band, both from
experiment 1a. The intelligibility of the single speec
modulated tone~with its single temporal pattern! was very
low, but the narrow band of speech~with its multiple con-
trasting temporal patterns! produced high intelligibility
scores. Some improvement was obtained when the si
1
3-octave pattern was divided into separately modulated1

6-
octave bands which overlapped, but the acoustic mixing
resulting disruption of individual temporal patterns in th
large region of overlap appears to have hindered intelligi
ity. However, when the individual modulation patterns of t
narrow spectral slits were preserved through steep filter
an appreciable increase in intelligibility resulted.2 These
scores were subjected to a one-factor ANOVA which
vealed a significant effect@F(3,66)51101.2,p,0.0001#.
Scheffé’s post hoctests indicated that all four scores di
played in Fig. 4~a! differ significantly from one another (p
,0.005).
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V. EXPERIMENT 2B: PARTITIONING A SPEECH BAND
INTO A PAIR OF SPEECH-MODULATED NOISE
BANDS

As in experiment 1, the effects observed with spee
modulated tones were confirmed using additional groups
listeners, and similar conditions in which speech-modula
noise bands replaced the modulated tones.

A. Method

Both overlapping and contrasting16-octave band condi-
tions were created and presented to listeners using the s
materials, procedures, and apparatus employed in the p
ous experiment. The same1

6-octave filtering procedures wer
employed to partition the narrow speech band. However,
technique of Schroeder~1968! was employed in place of th
tone modulation procedure to create separately modul
noise bands that followed the overall amplitude pattern of
corresponding speech band, but which lacked within-b
amplitude contrasts. Postfiltering identical to the1

6-octave
prefiltering was employed to restrict each modulated nois

FIG. 4. Intelligibility increases resulting from increasing the amount
contrasting temporal patterns within a single narrow band: Sentences
filtered to a single

1
3-octave band centered at 1500 Hz~speech band!, which

was used to create a single
1
3-octave temporal pattern, or was divided into

pair of separately amplitude-modulated
1
6-octave patterns. These

1
6-octave

bands either overlapped appreciably@refer to Fig. 3~a!#, or had steep filtering
along the inner slopes to preserve the individual contrasting patterns@refer
to Fig. 3~b!#. Shown are group mean intelligibilities and standard errors
the separate groups of 20 listeners each who heard the dual-band
Scores for the single temporal patterns and for the speech band are rep
from Fig. 2. Each listener heard 100 sentences containing 500 scoring
words.
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its frequency region of origin. Separate groups of 20 listen
each were recruited as before and randomly assigned to
two dual-band conditions.

B. Results

Panel~b! of Fig. 4 shows the group mean intelligibility
scores and standard errors obtained for both pairs of1

6-octave
speech-modulated noise bands, along with those for the
responding single1

3-octave noise band and13-octave speech
band both from experiment 1b. Although considerably low
than the scores produced by modulated tones in experim
2a, the scores corresponding to these modulated noise b
produced the same statistically significant pattern of resu
A one-factor ANOVA revealed a significant effect@F(3,66)
53622.0,p,0.0001#, and Scheffe´’s post hoctests indicated
that all four scores differ significantly from one anotherp
,0.05).

A supplementary analysis was performed to exam
differences between the modulated tones employed in
periment 2a and the modulated noise bands employed in
periment 2b. A two-factor ANOVA~2 stimulus types32
1
6-octave conditions! revealed significant main effects o
stimulus type @F(1,76)5110.0,p,0.0001#, and 1

6-octave
condition ~overlap versus contrast! @F(1,76)5194.2,p
,0.0001#, and a significant interaction@F(1,76)546.4,p
,0.0001#. Individual means comparisons indicated that t
score for the tones was significantly higher than that for
noises in both the overlapping condition@F(1,38)56.8, p
,0.05# and in the contrasting condition@F(1,38)
5149.6,p,0.0001#, however the difference between scor
in the contrasting condition is over four times that of t
overlapping condition. The difference in performance resu
ing from noise band and tonal carriers is perhaps due
random amplitude fluctuations of the modulated noise in
fering with details of the temporal speech pattern.

C. Discussion

When narrow-band sentences were replaced w
speech-modulated bands in experiment 1, near-perfect in
ligibility scores fell to values near zero. Because the t
types of stimuli shared similar overall temporal pattern
these results suggested that contrasting temporal pattern
ist within the narrow speech bands~but not within the
speech-modulated bands! and that these contrasts were r
sponsible for intelligibility. The current experiment suppor
this conclusion by demonstrating that some intelligibility r
turned when a single narrow speech band was partitio
into a pair of separately modulated patterns. Thus it appe
that contrasting temporal patterns of amplitude fluctuat
residing within a narrow band of speech frequencies prov
a powerful cue for recognition, and that these contrast
patterns are responsible for the high intelligibility observ
with 1

3-octave sentences.

VI. EXPERIMENT 3A: FREQUENCY SEPARATION OF
SPEECH-MODULATED TONE PAIRS

In the following two experiments, pairs of tempor
speech patterns having various frequency separations are
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ployed to examine if the processing of contrasting tempo
patterns can be extended to situations in which integra
across frequencies is required. Also examined is the enha
ment of across-frequency integration resulting from the
dition of random noise to the spectral gap between spe
modulated bands. An additional condition was designed
examine dichotic integration of temporal speech informati

A. Method

One-hundred and twenty listeners~six groups of 20!
were recruited for this experiment. Dual-band pairs were c
ated by digitally mixing individual 70 dBA1

3-octave speech
modulated tones prepared using the procedures of ex
ment 1a. Five dual-band conditions were prepared, with e
band pair having increasing and approximately equal lo
rithmic separation from 1500 Hz. The band pairs were c
tiguous ~centered at 1336 and 1684 Hz!, or were separated
by ~approximately! one octave~1100 and 2100 Hz!, two oc-
taves~750 and 3000 Hz!, three octaves~530 and 4200 Hz!,
or four octaves~370 and 6000 Hz!. To correct for the
frequency-specific phase shifts of the IIR filters, the hi
band in each pair was delayed relative to the low band b
value which ranged from 0 to 25 ms and depended u
frequency separation. The delay value required to align e
band pair was determined empirically by passing a sing
sample click through the digital filters~combining the addi-
tive effects of pre- and postfiltering!, and measuring the time
between the centers of the resulting broad pulses. A dich
condition was prepared using the modulated tone pair s
rated by two octaves. Rather than mixing the two bands
diotic presentation, the time-aligned signal was saved t
stereo file so that the two bands could be presented sim
neously to opposite ears. Separate groups of 20 subjects
were randomly assigned to the five dual-band spacing c
ditions. Each listener heard ten practice sentences and
CID test sentences using procedures identical to those
ployed earlier. The remaining 20 listeners were assigne
the dichotic condition. Ten of those heard the low-frequen
band in the right ear and the high-frequency band in the l
and the other ten heard the signals to the two ears reve

B. Results

When the 1
3-octave speech-modulated tones were p

sented individually in experiment 1a, single-digit intelligibi
ity scores were obtained across all center frequencies te
However, when the very same patterns were presente
contrasting pairs in the current experiment, apprecia
scores were obtained.3 Figure 5 shows the group mean inte
ligibility scores and standard errors for the 100 senten
heard by each listener in each dual-band condition. Per
mance was greatest when the bands were separated by o
two octave~s!, and dropped off when the bands were contig
ous, or were separated more widely. These scores were
jected to a one-factor ANOVA which revealed a significa
effect @F(4,95)5274.5,p,0.0001#. Post hocanalyses us-
ing Scheffé’s S indicated that performance was equivalent
bands separated by one and two octaves (p50.18), and also
for bands which were contiguous or separated by three
taves (p50.99). All other comparisons were significant (p
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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,0.0001). Also displayed in Fig. 5 is the performance of t
dichotic group. Although the individually unintelligible
modulated tones produced appreciable intelligibility wh
presented to opposite ears, the score obtained under dic
presentation~55%! was lower@ t(38)57.6, p,0.0001# than
that obtained when the same patterns were presented d
cally ~75%!.

VII. EXPERIMENT 3B: FREQUENCY SEPARATION OF
SPEECH-MODULATED NOISE BAND PAIRS

This experiment was similar to experiment 3a, exce
that speech-modulated noise bands replaced the spe
modulated tones. In an additional set of conditions, a ban
Gaussian noise was introduced to the spectral gap betw
speech-modulated bands to examine the increase in ac
frequency integration and intelligibility associated with spe
tral restoration~Warrenet al., 1997!.

A. Method

One-hundred and forty additional listeners~seven
groups of 20! were recruited. One-third octave speec
modulated noise bands were created using the procedur
experiment 1b. The bands were arranged into five tim
aligned pairs using the same frequency separations empl
in experiment 3a. Separate groups of 20 listeners each w
randomly assigned to the five dual-band pair conditions. T
remaining 40 listeners were reserved for the spectral rest
tion conditions. They were tested using the procedures
ployed previously.

B. Results

Like the modulated tones, the individually unintelligib
modulated noise-bands produced appreciable intelligibi
when presented as contrasting pairs. Figure 6 displays
group mean intelligibility scores and standard errors ba
upon the 500 keywords heard by each listener, for each
the five dual-band conditions.

FIG. 5. Single temporal patterns, which are unintelligible when presen
individually, can produce appreciable intelligibility when combined in
contrasting pairs: Shown are group mean intelligibility scores and stan
errors for separate groups of 20 listeners who heard pairs of temporal
terns ~tones amplitude-modulated by

1
3-octave sentences! separated by the

values shown. Each listener heard 100 sentences containing 500 keyw
The open symbol represents performance in a dichotic condition in whic
additional group of 20 listeners heard the individual temporal patterns
sented to opposite ears.
1683E. W. Healy and R. M. Warren: Contrasting temporal patterns
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A one-factor ANOVA @F(4,95)583.6,p,0.0001# and
subsequent Scheffe´ tests revealed that, as in experiment 3
the band pairs separated by one and two octaves prod
equivalent scores (p50.08), as did the pairs which wer
contiguous, or were separated by three octaves (p50.34).
All other comparisons were significant (p,0.001).

A supplementary analysis was performed to exam
differences between the tone and noise band carrier sig
A two-factor ANOVA ~2 stimulus types35 dual-band sepa
rations! revealed significant main effects of carrier sign
@F(1,190)5364.2,p,0.0001#, and dual band spacin
@F(4,190)5311.4,p,0.0001#, and a significant interaction
@F(4,190)525.0,p,0.0001#. Individual means compari
sons indicated that the speech-modulated tone pairs prod
higher intelligibility scores than the modulated noise ban
at each dual-band separation@F(1,38)>71.6,p,0.0001#,
except at four octaves where both scores were below 1
@F(1,38)50.3, p50.56#.

C. Spectral restoration

Stochastic noise introduced to the spectral gap betw
speech bands that are widely separated in frequency can
duce an increase in intelligibility through spectral restorat
~Warren et al., 1997!. Like phonemic restoration, spectr
restoration allows speech to be intelligible when portions
the signal are subject to masking. In the case of spec
restoration, intelligibility is restored when some speech f
quencies are obliterated while others are spared. Altho
the addition of noise to the spectral gap provides no ad
tional cues to the identity of speech, it is hypothesized
enhance the integration of information which is widely sep
rated in frequency.

Experiments 1 and 2 showed that even very narr
bands of speech can contain contrasting temporal patte
which account for their high intelligibility. In the curren
experiment, spectral restoration was examined using spe
modulated bands, rather than speech bands, to elimi
within-band contrasts and strictly isolate across-freque
integration. One-third octave speech-modulated noise ba
separated by approximately three octaves~530 and 4200 Hz!
and by two octaves~750 and 3000 Hz! were presented alon

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, except that
1
3-octave speech-modulated noise ban

replaced the amplitude-modulated tones. The open symbols represent s
from additional groups of subjects who heard the speech-modulated n
bands along with an interpolated band of Gaussian noise filling the spe
gap between bands.
1684 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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with a continuous band~Wavetek Model 751A, 115 dB/
octave! of Gaussian noise~Brüel & Kjær 1405! that filled the
spectral gap between bands. To account for the prima
upward spread of masking, the bandwidth of the noise w
adjusted so that it just masked sinusoidal tones having
quencies and amplitudes corresponding to the 30-dB do
points of the low-pass skirt of the lower bands and the hi
pass skirt of the higher bands. These adjustments resulte
noise bandwidths of 830–2600 Hz for the bands separate
three octaves, and 1150–1750 Hz for the two-octave sep
tion. The level of the noise was set to 60 dBA~rms average!,
the level found by Warrenet al. ~1997! to provide the maxi-
mum increase in intelligibility for speech bands presented
70 dBA ~peak of the slow-response rms average!. Two
groups of 20 listeners each were assigned to the two co
tions. The experimental procedures were identical to th
employed previously, except that the continuous interpola
noise was heard along with the speech-modulated bands

In the previous examination of spectral restoration, no
introduced to the gap separating narrow speech bands ha
a fixed separation of four octaves produced an increas
intelligibility which averaged 10% across conditions. Th
group hearing the three-octave separation along with inte
lated noise in the current experiment produced a mean in
ligibility score of 42%, which is 11% above that produced
the group hearing the otherwise identical condition witho
noise @ t(38)53.5, p,0.005#. However, when the band
separation was decreased to two octaves, listeners show
nonsignificant intelligibility increase of 4% over their no
noise counterparts@ t(38)51.5, p,0.16# ~see Fig. 6!. The
decrease in enhancement as frequency separation wa
creased is consistent with the view that spectral restora
reflects an increased tendency to integrate widely separ
information that might otherwise be treated as arising fr
separate sources.

D. Discussion

In experiments 1 and 2, it was shown that subjects p
sess the ability to effectively process contrasting tempo
patterns occurring within a single narrow speech band. T
current experiments indicate that these temporal patterns
also be integrated across wide frequency separations.4 Fur-
ther, experiments 3a and 3b demonstrate that random n
introduced to the spectral gap between patterns can enh
integration, and that normal-hearing listeners can effectiv
integrate temporal patterns presented to opposite ears.

VIII. GENERAL DISCUSSION

When broadband speech is filtered to a single narr
band, cues and features long thought essential for com
hension are severely distorted or eliminated. Knowing
rich information content of temporal speech patterns,
seemed reasonable to speculate that the narrow-band pa
of amplitude fluctuation, which remained intact followin
filtering, could be responsible for the high intelligibility ob
served with1

3-octave sentences. It was found, however, t
this cue is not sufficient for intelligibility and that quite
different mechanism is involved. We report here eviden
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that contrasting temporal patterns of amplitude fluctuat
occurring at different frequency positions within a single n
row speech band are responsible for the high intelligibility
narrow-band sentences. When a narrow band of speech
processed to remove across-frequency spectral informa
but maintain its temporal pattern of amplitude fluctuatio
intelligibility fell from values near 100% to values near zer
However, when the speech band was divided into a pai
independently amplitude-modulated patterns, some intel
bility returned.

Speech is often characterized by spectral cues produ
by systematic across-frequency changes in energy. Howe
these cues can be viewed differently: Systematic acr
frequency changes in speech energy cause the tempora
terns of amplitude fluctuation to differ at different frequen
positions. These patterns do not appear sufficient to enc
many of the conventional acoustic speech features, e
cially when the patterns reside together within a narr
spectral slit. They are, however, sufficient for intelligibilit
of novel sentences by naive listeners, and therefore repre
a powerful cue.

In experiment 2, it was found that intelligibility suffere
when temporal patterns overlapped spectrally, and these
sults were attributed to a disruption of individual pattern
Although the mixed pattern will share attributes of its co
stituents, the contrasting details of the separate patterns
lost in the region of acoustic overlap. These findings are
accord with the widely held view that cochlear implant ele
trodes need to stimulate discrete populations of neurons t
maximally effective~cf. Wilson et al., 1991!. However, Sh-
annonet al. ~1998! reported a relatively small effect of ove
lap using a broadband acoustic model of a cochlear impl
To simulate electrode interaction, the authors broadened
filter slopes of the four contiguous speech-modulated no
bands. Performance remained near ceiling levels when sl
were broadened from 24 to 18 dB/octave, but fell wh
broadened to 6 or 3 dB/octave. Because interactions wo
have to be quite severe to mimic this substantial over
these results imply that speech recognition should be p
sible for implant patients even with considerable electro
interaction.

Significant differences exist between the stimuli e
ployed by Shannonet al. and those employed here. Whi
Shannonet al. varied only the presentation carrier bands~in
order to most accurately simulate electrode interactions!, in
the current study, prefiltering of the speech~analysis bands!
matched the postfiltering of carriers~presentation bands!.
However, it may also simply be that the narrow bandwid
and minimum number of channels employed in the curr
study, and the correspondingly lower intelligibility score
made these stimuli more sensitive to the hindering effect
overlap. Shannonet al.’s standard four-channel broadban
stimulus is quite robust, and scores are correspondingly h
and so it may have been better able to resist these effec

In experiment 3, temporal patterns which were unint
ligible when presented individually in experiment 1 we
presented in pairs. Because each pattern lacked within-b
amplitude contrasts, the contrast necessary for compre
sion could only be obtained by integrating across memb
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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of the pair. Information was collected regarding the effe
tiveness of temporal speech information when contigu
and also when widely spaced on the basilar membra
These conditions allowed an examination of the trade-
between~a! the greater information content of bands fro
the information-rich center of the spectrum, and~b! the de-
creased redundancy of widely spaced band pairs. Accord
to the band importance functions of the articulation~ANSI,
1969/1986! and speech intelligibility indexes~ANSI, 1997!,
speech bands in the region surrounding 1500–2000 Hz
vide the greatest relative contribution to intelligibility. How
ever, when a pair of bands is employed, sampling of
speech spectrum is improved if the bands are separate
frequency. The maxima in the functions corresponding to
spacing of band pairs shown in Figs. 5 and 6 seem to refl
this trade-off. Only when bands were separated by four
taves did intelligibility fall to low values. While this may be
interpreted as a limit in the ability to integrate information,
is likely that this separation pushes bands into freque
regions having relatively little effective speech informatio

Psychophysical studies of envelope correlation have
dicated thatsame modulation patterns can be compar
across some frequency separation, but that detection of
modulation can decrease as the separation of the pat
increases~e.g., Richards, 1987, 1988; Stricklandet al., 1989;
Moore and Emmerich, 1990; Takeuchi and Bradia, 19
also see Richards, 1990!. In contrast, the complementar
temporal speech patterns employed in the current study
duced maximum intelligibility when separated in frequen
by one or two octaves. Unlike the randomly or sinusoida
modulated signals typically employed in studies of envelo
correlation, temporal speech patterns change systemati
as the frequency position of the narrow band changes
contrast to the across-frequencycomparison of random
modulation patterns, the across-frequencyintegration of
complementary temporal speech patterns appears to be
robust.

As a demonstration of the striking synergy which o
curred when individual temporal patterns were combin
into contrasting pairs in the current study, the modula
tones, which together produced the highest intelligibility
experiment 3a, were presented individually. One group of
listeners heard the speech-modulated tone at 1100 Hz,
another group heard the 2100-Hz tone, using materials
procedures identical to those employed earlier. When p
sented as a contrasting pair, the modulated tones produc
score of 81%. However, when presented individually, t
1100-Hz tone produced a score below 0.5%~standard error
of 0.2%! and the 2100-Hz tone produced a score of 0.8
~standard error of 0.4%, see Fig. 7!.

Experiments in speechreading have also demonstr
the advantage that pairs of temporal patterns can have ov
single pattern. Breeuwer and Plomp~1984! showed that sen-
tence intelligibility scores were increased from 23% for v
sual information alone, to an average of 49% through
addition of one temporal pattern, and to 75% with two p
terns ~also see Grantet al., 1991, 1994!. While it was re-
ported that pilot testing indicated that the individual narro
band envelopes were not intelligible when presented with
1685E. W. Healy and R. M. Warren: Contrasting temporal patterns
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FIG. 7. Synergistic interaction of contrasting tempor
speech patterns: The upper panel shows the amplit
tracing~rms average amplitude of a 10-ms sliding win
dow! of a 2100-Hz tone amplitude modulated by
2100-Hz

1
3-octave band of speech; the lower pan

shows the time-aligned amplitude tracing of a
1100-Hz tone amplitude modulated by an 1100-Hz

1
3-

octave band of speech, both for the sample sente
‘‘Walking’s my favorite exercise.’’ Each intelligibility
score is based upon separate groups of either 10 lis
ers ~for each single band! or 20 listeners~for the dual-
band pair!. Each listener heard 100 everyday spee
sentences containing 500 phonetically balanced k
words.
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visual cues, pairs of these patterns produced an averag
telligibility of 20% across conditions. One possible interpr
tation of the difference between scores obtained by Breeu
and Plomp and those obtained in the current study invo
the 20-Hz low-pass smoothing filter used in the earlier stu
to limit temporal fluctuation rate.

Throughout these experiments, the scores produced
the speech-modulated noise bands were lower than thos
tained using speech-modulated tones. This difference ma
attributed to a dilution of temporal speech information due
its mixing with the extraneous amplitude fluctuations of t
noise carriers.5 However, it is noteworthy that the tempor
patterns produced by the amplitude-modulated noises w
sufficiently close to those of the parent speech bands to a
appreciable intelligibility when presented as contrasting p
in most conditions. When broad bands of speech are use
create broad amplitude-modulated noises, and when a r
fication and multiplication technique is employed in place
the technique of Schroeder~1968!, differences between tona
and noise carriers can be quite small~Dormanet al., 1997,
also see Shannonet al., 1998!. It is possible that the narrow
bandwidths employed in the current study accentuated
random amplitude fluctuations of the noise carriers, rend
ing them less effective than the tones.

In addition to the ability to integrate temporal spee
information across frequency separations, experiment
showed that listeners can effectively integrate dichotica
presented temporal information. These results together i
cate that peripheral interactions of temporal information
not necessary, and that these patterns can also combine
trally to produce intelligibility. The integration of informa
tion across the two ears is an essential aspect of aud
processing, and disturbances to the auditory system ca
fect this integration. Tests of binaural fusion~e.g., Matzker,
1959; Linden, 1964; Smith and Resnick, 1972; Willefor
1977! have typically employed dichotic presentation
complementarily filtered bands of speech. Although the
tent is to study across-ear integration, contrasting temp
patterns are present not onlyacrossthe bands at each ear~as
intended!, but they are also presentwithin each speech band
Because the use of speech-modulated bands~rather than
speech bands! allows the strict isolation of across-band int
gration, they may hold promise for the examination of b
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aural interactions devoid of the interfering effects of contr
processing at each ear.

The current results and the conclusions drawn fr
them provide a novel framework for the interpretation
speech processing. It is traditional to describe acou
speech cues according to the distribution of energy in
quency, or the position and movement of energy peaks in
frequency spectrum. Alternatively, speech information h
been described according to the temporal information c
tent of single fluctuation patterns from either narrow or bro
regions of speech. However, speech is encoded by an a
of neural units each responding to pressure changes oc
ring within a range of frequencies given by the characteris
frequency and response area of the unit. Given this enco
strategy, all information concerning complex dynamic p
terns such as speech can be considered contrasting pat
Rather than assuming that the recognition of speech is
complished through an extraction and analysis of spec
speech features in particular frequency regions, it might
worthwhile to examine correlations between various tem
ral patterns as speech is produced.

The results presented here provide significant challen
for existing theories of speech perception. Narrow-ba
speech and narrow-band speech-modulated signals s
many characteristics, yet produce dramatically different
telligibility scores. Further, both of these stimuli lack trad
tional acoustic cues for speech perception. However, th
traditional features have largely been established through
examination of individual phonemes and words, rather th
speech in its normal context. Due to the robust nature of
speech signal, stimuli used in speech research must be
graded in some fashion so that intelligibility scores fall
values below the ceiling where the effect of various manip
lations can be observed. This degradation of the signal
been accomplished in many ways, including filtering and
adding noise. Another traditional method of reducing spe
to manageable proportions has been to study isolated
nemes and words.6 This approach originates from the the
retical belief that the perception of speech primarily involv
a ‘‘bottom-up’’ analysis of individual phonemes, and a su
sequent synthesis into successively larger units. Altho
most researchers would acknowledge additional ‘‘top-dow
influences provided by the context of speech, this bottom
E. W. Healy and R. M. Warren: Contrasting temporal patterns
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construction of running speech is a basic tenet for much
search.

However, speech as a means of communication n
mally involves the production and perception not of isola
sounds or words, but of sounds strung together into phra
sentences, and passages that convey a meaningful mes
When speech containing some of its everyday context is
amined, new cues to its perception emerge. Acoustic c
necessary for the identification of isolated phonemes
words are not required for high intelligibility of everyda
sentences. Further, traditional cues revealed in studies e
ining isolated phonemes and words cannot be considered
only cues available for recognition of speech in normal u
nor can it be safely assumed that these cues are primary
listening conditions.

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The current experiments employed 514 normal-hear
listeners to investigate the role of contrasting temporal p
terns in the perception of speech. Experiments 1 and 2
gether demonstrate that speech filtered to a narrow spe
slit can retain nearly perfect intelligibility despite a lack
traditional speech features, due to contrasting temporal
terns of amplitude fluctuation within the narrow band. E
periment 3 demonstrated that the use of contrasting temp
patterns is not restricted to situations in which the patte
interact peripherally. Instead, they can be integrated ac
wide frequency separations, or across the two ears. It is
cluded that, despite the rich information content of sin
temporal patterns, and despite the ability of listeners to
this information to identify speech when tested on a sm
closed set of items or when presented with additional cue
identity, recognition of novel sentences does not occ
Rather, intelligibility requires a contrast between at least t
temporal speech patterns. These patterns can reside tog
within a narrow speech band, or they can be integra
across wide frequency separations or across the two e
Speech is typically characterized by acoustic features wh
change in frequency as the different sounds are produ
However, a position in which across-frequency changes
viewed as changes in amplitude at fixed frequency positi
is more in line with the physiological encoding of signals
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1The high intelligibility of
1
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viously using analog laboratory filtering by Warrenet al. ~1995! was con-
firmed using two types of digital filters. The first was an exact digi
emulation of the previously employed analog filters~dual cascaded passe
through eighth-order Butterworth filters!. The second was a FIR filter de
signed to match the amplitude spectrum of the IIR filter~82-order FIR,
followed by a 750-Hz high-pass to eliminate low-frequency band-rej
ripple!. Both were centered at 1500 Hz and implemented in MATLAB. T
mean score produced by a group of ten listeners each hearing 100 sent
in the digital IIR condition was 96.2%~standard error of 0.7%!, matching
the score of 96.6%~standard error of 0.4%! obtained by Warrenet al. An
additional group of ten listeners each hearing 100 sentences in the
condition was 98.1%~standard error of 0.4%!.

2To confirm the results of experiments 1 and 2 under conditions that el
nate the complicating effects of filter skirts and asymmetrical filtering, n
row bands having extremely steep filter slopes were employed. A

2
3-octave

speech band centered at 1500 Hz having filter slopes over 1000 dB/oc
~2000-order digital FIR filter! produced a mean intelligibility score o
81.6%~standard error of 1.4%! using a separate group of 20 listeners a
the same 100 CID sentences. When that speech band was used to mo
a 1500-Hz tone, a score of only 1.7% was obtained~standard error of 0.4%,
n510). However, when the speech band was partitioned into a contigu
pair of

1
3-octave bands each having extremely steep slopes, and these

were used to modulate a pair of tones~at 1336 and 1684 Hz!, an interme-
diate score of 31.8% was obtained~standard error of 2.2%,n520)
@F(2,57)5725.8,p,0.0001#.

3A control condition confirmed the equivalence of the current conditions
those in which a low-pass filter was employed to smooth the temp
fluctuations of the rectified speech. The dual-band pair having a separ
of two octaves was recreated with the addition of 200-Hz low-pass filter
~eighth-order Butterworth! following rectification and prior to multiplica-
tion with the carrier tones. Four additional subjects heard three lists of
sentences with low-pass present, alternated with three lists in the orig
low-pass-absent condition. The group mean intelligibility with low-pa
present~83%! did not differ significantly@ t(3)52.7, p.0.05# from that
with low-pass absent~79%!. However, when a steeper 200-Hz low-pa
filter was employed, scores were reduced somewhat, indicating that tem
ral fluctuations contained within the filter skirt of the low-pass smooth
filter may potentially contribute to intelligibility.

4The 96 dB/octave filter slopes employed in experiment 3 may have ca
the modulated patterns to interact at frequency positions having separa
smaller than the nominal values. In order to confirm the across-freque
integration of temporal information under conditions in which interactio
along the filter slopes were minimal, a pair of

1
3-octave speech-modulate

tones having a separation of two octaves~750 and 3000 Hz! and extremely
steep filter slopes~over 1000 dB/oct! was prepared. Modulated tones we
prepared as in experiment 3, except that 2000-order digital FIR filters
placed the 96 dB/octave filters in both pre- and postfiltering stages.
contrasting pair of individually unintelligible tones produced a group me
intelligibility score of 38.5%~standard error of 2.8%! using an additional
group of 20 listeners, the same 100 sentences, and identical proced
thus confirming the effective across-frequency integration of temporal
formation. The scores are lower in this condition when compared to
corresponding 96 dB/octave condition in experiment 3 perhaps becaus
nominal

1
3-octave bands have different effective bandwidths due to the p

ence or absence of filter skirts.
5These temporal patterns cannot be accurately considered ‘‘amplitude e
lopes’’ because they contain not only the slow fluctuations typically as
ciated with that term, but also faster fluctuations capable of carrying~for
example! voicing information. Tonal, rather than noise, carriers will bett
preserve these faster fluctuations.

6The intelligibility of narrow-band speech is reduced if isolated words
sentences having low semantic predictability are examined~Stickney and
Assmann, 2001!.

ANSI ~1969. R 1986!. ANSI-S3.5, 1969~R 1986!, ‘‘American national stan-
dard methods for the calculation of the articulation index’’~American
National Standards Institute, New York!.

ANSI ~1997!. ANSI-S3.5, 1997, ‘‘American national standard methods f
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